
The Commons, NEWaukee and Startup Milwaukee jointly present co:lab - a civic accelerator that delivers a 

deeply engaging and experiential opportunity for a select group of Milwaukeeans to change their city for the 

better. Participants apply their diverse skills, build new connections into the city and work together to produce a 

high-impact solution for a real community issue. 

Throughout the seven week program, participants are exposed to new concepts such as design thinking, 

rapid prototyping and are given an opportunity to develop fundamental leadership and management skills. 

Participants gain exposure to various community leaders throughout the program from city government, 

business improvement districts and other civic organizations who are involved in this program.

Custom pre- and post-assessment surveys of each participant measure a variety of quantitative metrics: their 

perceived abilities to perform on teams, communicate effectively, think critically, think creatively, persist, be 

flexible, etc. Along with other qualitative metrics, we also track unique metrics like their sense of belonging in 

the community, their ability to engage with communities that are not their own, and their confidence to transfer 

the social innovation skills learned into their workplace.

Participant self-assessment scores increased drastically across all areas measured over the seven week 

period. The largest jump measured was in the 15 co:lab participants’ confidence in their ability to engage within 

communities that are not their own (35.5% increase). Participants saw a similarly large jump in their willingness 

to take risks (30.6% increase). Additionally, the co:lab cohort left the program feeling a sense of belonging in 

their community and understanding opportunities to get involved (26.4% increase).

Perhaps most importantly, participants left the program confident that they could transfer the community 

development and social innovation skills learned back to their company and everyday work (23.0% increase).

At the end of the program, the three co:lab teams pitched their neighborhood solutions at The Big Impact event 

during YPWeek. Altogether, the three teams won $6,500 toward their ideas. The funding won was given to the 

neighborhood BID districts, who are working with our teams to bring their ideas to life.

The greatest challenge in ensuring the success of future co:lab programs is to have the ongoing support of key 

community partners, neighborhood BID districts, and corporate sponsors. It is critical to secure the commitment 

of these stakeholders so they are prepared to engage wwith these talented participants as they bring their 

ideas to life during and after the program.
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Participant Self-Assessment Progress

Critical Thinking: I am confident in my ability to identify and clearly grasp a complex real world problem, 

conduct and analyze thorough research and create an effective solution.

Communication: I am confident in my ability to effectively communicate with a diverse group of people, provide 

meaningful feedback and speak articulately using a variety of different communication methods.

*Scores based on an average of 15 participants.

Collaboration: I'm confident in my ability to facilitate team work towards a shared goal, navigate team conflict 

and apply a variety of tech tools to enhance collaboration.

Creativity: I'm confident in my ability to utilize creative processes and ideation tactics to create new, innovative 

ideas and see them through to completion.

Adaptability: I'm confident in my ability to embrace change and uncertainty as the way to new possibilities.

I always look and plan for alternate outcomes.

Risk Taking: I'm confident in my ability to see opportunities everywhere and come up with creative solutions.

I welcome failure as a way to continuously improve.

Persistence: I'm confident in my ability to push through failure to see what's on the other side. I'm the one to 

optimistically stay with something long after others have given up.

Goal-Focus: I'm confident in my ability to think strategically about the best way to achieve my goals and I know 

how to align my actions to my outcomes and achieve real results.

Belonging: I'm confident there are opportunities to get involved with my community that create a sense

of belonging.

Change Agent: I am confident in my ability to engage and drive meaningful change within a community other 

than my own.

Skill Transfer: I'm confident I can transfer community development and social innovation skills into my daily work.
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